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Abstract 
 
New evidence that hippocampal activity tracks distance in semantic space during recall (Solomon et 
al., PNAS) supports a growing consensus of a domain-general cognitive map. But are all inputs equally 
processed into a ‘universal map’ or are there input constraints (e.g. space, semantics) leading to 
differentiated multiple maps across the hippocampus with distinct properties? 
 
Main body text: 
 
Observing the impressive learning of rats in complex mazes, Edward Tolman concluded their brain 
must form an internal representation of the environment that transcended individual associations 
between maze-junctions and actions needed for reward [1]. He termed this system a ‘cognitive map’ 
and argued humans share this with rodents. He also postulated that humans map abstract entities. 
The discovery of ‘place cells’ in the rodent hippocampus, which code for location in the environment 
via their spatially localised firing patterns, led O’Keefe and Nadel [2] to propose that the hippocampus 
was the neural locus of the cognitive map, endowing an animal with an environment-centric spatial 
memory system which, in a literal sense, mapped space. The hallmark of this hippocampal map was 
the capacity to take efficient detours and exploit shortcuts through unexplored space. The decades 
that followed the discovery of place cells witnessed an explosion in the discovery of spatial coding 
cells within and beyond the hippocampus and their extension to humans [3].  
 
Recently researchers have revisited Tolman’s original suggestion that the hippocampus also maps 
non-spatial information [3, 4]. The argument that space is simply one of many entities processed by 
the hippocampus has long been argued [5], but recent evidence reveals that non-spatial information 
can be ‘mapped’ in the hippocampus along stimulus dimensions, such as sound frequencies, visual 
properties or social hierarchies [3, 4]. Notably, O’Keefe and Nadel [2] also argued that the human 
hippocampus would map abstract space due the encroachment of language into the temporal lobes 
but did not anticipate the full breadth of this mapping. This ‘universal cognitive map’ perspective has 
gained greater traction with the proposal that entorhinal cortical inputs to the hippocampus provide 
a compressed representation of the transition structure in the environment, both for spatial and non-
spatial elements [4].  
 
New Evidence from Semantic Spaces 
 
Much of the recent evidence for non-spatial mapping has come from indirect measures of neural 
activity using neuroimaging and the use of tasks abstracted from everyday experience. In a new study, 
Solomon and colleagues [6] explored the everyday experience of recalling a memorized word list and 
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recorded direct neural activity – local field potential oscillations – in the hippocampus of neurosurgical 
patients. In such a task no overt mapping is required, just the capacity to memorise and recall words. 
Nonetheless, the authors were able to reveal that the power of hippocampal oscillations in the theta-
band (4-8Hz) just prior to recall of each word was correlated with the proximity in the semantic 
distance between words recalled. For example, theta oscillations would be large when recalling the 
word “Dog” after just recalling “Fur” (small sematic distance between Dog and Fur), but much smaller 
oscillations would occur when “Dog” was recalled just after “Pin” (large semantic distance between 
Dog and Pin). Semantic distance was defined using a word2vec model [6], which uses a vast corpus of 
words to determine the semantic relatedness of words along multiple extracted dimensions.   
 
Temporal distance coding was also observed. If a word was recalled just after recalling a word close 
in the word list (e.g. recalling words 1 and 2 form a list of 7 words) then larger theta oscillations were 
evoked prior to recall. Both this temporal distance and the semantic distance are related to the ease 
of recall [6]. Because theta is a prominent oscillation linked to spatial navigation and distance coding 
[2, 7] these patterns can be interpreted as evidence that the hippocampus not only acts to retrieve 
information in a map of physical space, but that it also supports ‘movement’ along non-spatial 
dimensions during recall, in this case temporal and semantic distance. 
 
One Universal Map or Multiple Maps? 
 
The results are exciting because they show just how abstract the hippocampal code can be. The 
findings would appear to agree with a universal mapping system in the hippocampus that codes 
information of any kind, with physical space equivalent to abstract spaces [4]. However, an alternative 
possibility is that the hippocampus creates differently formed maps with distinct properties depending 
on what is being mapped.  
 
It has been argued that space is special, and that the capacity to code abstract stimuli evolved from a 
foundational core spatial system [8]. Unlike the properties of objects and stimuli used in most non-
spatial experiments, space cannot simply be removed from experience, it is fundamental to it [8]. The 
entry of spatial and non-spatial information into the hippocampus differs anatomically, with spatial 
information targeting more densely the posterior/dorsal regions and non-spatial information 
targeting anterior/ventral regions [9]. In humans, there is also a right hemisphere bias for spatial 
processing and a left hemisphere bias for verbal processing [3, 9, 10]. Thus, it seems logical that the 
tracking of distance in semantic space and physical space may well occur within different sub-regions 
of the hippocampus – thus forming differently distributed maps. Consistent with this, semantic 
distance related oscillations occurred most consistently in the left hemisphere [6], whereas tracking 
physical distance has been associated with the right posterior hippocampus [10].  
 
If the hallmark of a cognitive map is the ability to take shortcuts and detours, then maps of abstract 
knowledge should also support this. However, currently there is little direct evidence for this. In the 
case of semantic spaces, these were coded by 1-D spaces [6], within which it is impossible to take a 
shortcut or a detour. It is possible to envisage efficient detour taking in a network such as a social 
hierarchy; if two people refuse to communicate, then a new detour route via ‘go-betweens’ could be 
inferred from the stored map of the social network. However, the difference between a social network 
and a physical network of paths is that paths are embedded in Euclidean space. This makes it possible 
to infer both novel topological connections and also non-topological vectors to find novel shortcuts 
through unexplored space. Thus, while the hippocampal circuit may have evolved the capacity to map 
diverse information [4], the maps it forms, and the anatomical locus of those maps, may differ 
depending on what is being mapped. How such maps may be integrated for solving problems across 
domains remains an exciting question for future research.  
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